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ABSTRACT: It has been shown in mechanically ventilated patients that pressure
support (PS) unloads the respiratory muscles in a graded fashion depending on the PS
level. The downregulation of respiratory muscles could be mediated through chemical
or load-related reflex feedback.

To test this hypothesis, 8 patients with acute lung injury mechanically ventilated on PS
mode (baseline PS) werestudied. In Protocol A, PS was randomly decreasedor increased
by at least 5 cmH2O for two breaths. During this time, which is shorter than circulation
delay, only changes in load-related reflex feedback were operating. Sixty trials where PS
increased (high PS) for two breaths and 62 trials where PS decreased (low PS), also for
two breaths were analysed. Thereafter, the patients were assigned randomly to baseline,
low or high PS and ventilated in each level for 30 min (Protocol B). The last 2 min of each
period were analysed. Respiratory motor output was assessed by total pressure gen-
erated by the respiratory muscles (Pmus), computed from oesophageal pressure (Poes).

In Protocol A, alteration in PS caused significant changes in tidal volume (VT)
without any effect on Pmus waveform except for neural expiratory time (ntE). ntE
increased significantly with increasing PS. In Protocol B, Pmus was significantly down-
regulated with increasing PS. Carbon dioxide tension in arterial blood (Pa,CO2)
measured at the end of each period increased with decreasing PS. There was not any
further alteration in ntE beyond that observed in Protocol A.

These results indicate that the effect of load-related reflex on respiratory motor
output is limited to timing. The downregulation of pressure generated by the
respiratory muscles with steady-state increase in pressure support is due to a slow
feedback system, which is probably chemical in nature.
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Pressure support (PS) is a mode of assisted mechanical
ventilation where the ventilator, once triggered by the
patient, provides a constant pressure until a predetermined
inspiratory flow criterion is reached [1]. PS is widely used
as a mode that has the ability to unload the inspiratory
muscles, while allowing the patient to retain control on
his/her breathing pattern. It is thought that the degree of
inspiratory muscle unloading depends on the level of PS.
Indeed, several studies have shown that the activity of
inspiratory muscles, estimated using indices such as the
rate of airway or oesophageal pressure decrease before
the ventilator triggering, electromyogram (EMG), trans-
diaphragmatic pressure, and oxygen cost of breathing,
decreases with increasing PS [1±3].

Provided that behavioural response is not an issue, there
are three possible mechanisms for this downregulation of
respiratory motor output: mechanical, operating via force
length and force velocity relationships of respiratory mus-
cles; load compensatory reflexes, and; chemical [4]. Mech-
anical and reflex feedback systems are referred to as
neural control. Neural control is very fast (ms) and thus af-
fects respiratory motor output immediately after a change
in PS, whereas chemical feedback influences respiratory
muscle activity several seconds later [4]. Slow nonche-
mical neural responses may be expected: 1) where the
stimulus inciting them is changing slowly [4] and; 2) if

control system inertia [5, 6] or afterdischarge exists [7±
10], masking for some time the effects of mechanical and
reflex feedback on respiratory motor output.

Although slower than mechanical and reflex feedback,
chemical feedback is by no means slow. Studies in anaes-
thetized animals have shown that changes in chemical
feedback produced by airway occlusion may result in
doubling or tripling of the intensity of inspiratory activity
within 15±20 s [11]. In humans with a normal cardiovas-
cular system, acute changes in alveolar gas composition
significantly alter the activity of inspiratory muscles after
6±9 s [8, 9] which corresponds to circulation delay be-
tween the alveoli and the peripheral chemoreceptors [12].
Therefore, any acute change in PS level that alters alveo-
lar ventilation is expected to do so via chemical feedback
to the activity of inspiratory muscles relatively quickly
(i.e. after 6±9 s). It follows that indices of inspiratory
muscle activity obtained several minutes after a change in
PS level, as is usually the case in most studies [1±3], may
reflect, to an unknown extent, alteration in chemical feed-
back. On the other hand changes in respiratory muscle
activity during the first two to three breaths after the PS
change (before the alteration in capillary blood gases
reaches the peripheral chemoreceptors) should be deter-
mined by changes in neural control and, if it exists, the
dumping function of control system inertia or afterdis-
charge. The pathway through which PS downregulates
respiratory motor output in mechanically ventilated
patients is currently not clear. This issue is of fundamentalFor editorial comments see page 487
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importance for the management of mechanically ventil-
ated patients [13].

The purpose of the present study was to examine the
early and late response of respiratory motor output to
varying PS level in a homogeneous group of mechanically
ventilated patients with acute lung injury. These responses
may give some insights into the control of breathing during
mechanical ventilation in this group of patients.

Methods
Patients

Eight patients, admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU)
for management of acute lung injury (ALI) due to direct lung
insults, were studied. At the time of the study all patients
were haemodynamically stable without vasoactive drugs
(other than dobutamine <5 mg.kg body weight-1.min-1) and
ventilated on PS mode using Servo 300 (Siemens, Solna,
Sweden) or Evita 2 (DraÈger, LuÈbeck, Germany) venti-lators
through cuffed endotracheal or tracheostomy tubes. The PS
and positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) levels were
determined by the primary physician who was not involved
in the study. All patients were lightly sedated with propofol.
The level of sedation was such as to achieve a score of 3 in
Ramsay's scale (response to commands only). Patients with
one of the following characteristics were excluded: 1)
previous history of obstructive lung disease (chronic ob-
structive pulmonary disease (COPD) or asthma); 2) chest
wall abnormalities; 3) pneumothorax; 4) overt pleural effu-
sion, and; 5) abdominal disease. The study was approved by
the Hospital Ethics Committee and informed consent was
obtained from the patients or their families.

Apparatus

Flow (V ') at the airway opening was measured with a
heated pneumotachograph (Hans-Rudolf 3700, KS, USA)
and a differential pressure transducers (Micro-Switch 140
PC; Honeywell Ltd., Ontario, Canada), placed between the
endotracheal tube and the Y-piece of the ventilator. V ' was
electronically integrated to provide volume (V). Airway
pressure (Paw); Micro-Switch 140PC; Honeywell Ltd.)
was measured from a side port between the pneumotacho-
graph and the endotracheal tube. Oesophageal pressure
(Poes) (Micro-Switch 140PC; Honeywell Ltd.) was meas-
ured with an oesophageal balloon positioned at the lower
third of the oesophagus and filled with 0.5 mL of air. The
proper position of the balloon was verified using the
occlusion test [14]. Each signal was sampled at 150 Hz
(Windaq Instruments Inc., Akrou, OH, USA) and stored
on a computer disk for later analysis.

Protocol

The patients were studied in semi-recumbent position.
The study was conducted in three parts. At the first part of
the study (Protocol A) the patients were ventilated on PS
with the ventilator settings determined by the primary
physician (baseline PS). With these settings ventilatory
parameters and blood gases were recorded for 2 min (base-
line 1). Thereafter, PS was randomly increased (high PS) or
decreased (low PS) by at least 5 cmH2O. Each change was
maintained for two breaths. At least seven trials where PS
was decreased for two breaths and seven trials where PS
was increased, also for two breaths, were performed in

each patient. Between trials 3±4 min of baseline PS ven-
tilation were allowed. At the end of the first part ventilatory
parameters and blood gases were recorded for 2 min again
(baseline 2).

In the second part of the study (Protocol B) the patients
were ventilated randomly for 30 min with three levels of
PS corresponding to those determined at the first part of the
study (baseline, low, and high PS). Ventilatory parameters
and arterial blood gases were measured at the end of each
30 min period.

Finally, respiratory system mechanics were measured.
The patients were placed on volume-control mode and
ventilated with a tidal volume (VT) similar to that obtained
with baseline PS. Inspiratory flow was given using a square
wave flow-time profile. Breathing frequency was adjusted
upward in order to lower carbon dioxide tension in arterial
blood (Pa,CO2) and inhibit respiratory muscle activity. The
absence of respiratory muscle activity was based on specific
criteria including, absence of negative deflection of Paw and
Poes, uniformity of pressure contour, constancy of peak
inspiratory pressure from breath to breath and exponential
decline of expiratory flow [15]. When passive ventilation
was obtained respiratory system mechanics were mea-
sured by the technique of rapid airway occlusion [16].
Briefly, to measure the elastance of the respiratory system
and to partition it to lung and chest wall components the
airways were occluded at end-inspiration until both Paw

and Poes decreased from the maximal value (Paw,peak and
Poes,peak, respectively) to an apparent plateau (Paw,p and
Poes,p, respectively). Similarly the end-expiratory Paw

(Paw,end) and the end-expiratory Poes (Poes,end) were
recorded after a brief end-expiratory hold maneuvre. The
elastance of the respiratory system (Ers) and that of the
chest wall (Ecw) were computed using the following
formulae:

Ers~�Paw;p ÿ Paw;end�=VT �1�
Ecw~�Poes;p ÿ Poes;end�=VT �2�

The elastance of the lung (EL) was calculated as the
difference between Ers and Ecw. The compliance of the
respiratory system (Crs), lung (CL) and chest wall (Ccw)
was calculated as the inverse of the corresponding value of
elastance.

Total resistance of the respiratory system (Rrs) and of the
chest wall (Rcw) was obtained as follows:

Rrs~�Paw;peak ÿ Paw;p�=V0I �3�
Rcw~�Poes;peak ÿ Poes;p�=V0I �4�

where V 'I was the flow immediately before the end-
inspiratory occlusion.

Furthermore, the ventilator frequency was reduced tozero
and the patients were permitted to exhale passively until
cessation of expiratory flow was evident. At this point Poes

and transpulmonary pressure (Ptp) = (Paw - Poes) were re-
corded and assumed to reflect the corresponding pressures
across the chest wall and the lung at passive functional
residual capacity (FRC) determined by the PEEP level
(Poes,FRC and Ptp,FRC, respectively).

All the respiratory system mechanics data were com-
puted as an average of three measurements obtained by
respective maneuvres satisfying passive conditions.
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Data analysis

Pressure generated by the respiratory muscles (Pmus)
was calculated from Poes taking into account the passive
elastic and resistive properties of the chest wall. This
calculation, which is based on the diagram in Campbell
[17], was described in detail earlier [18]. Briefly, at each
instant in the respiratory cycle Pmus is the difference
between the pleural pressure (Ppl) that would be obtained
at the same respiratory volume and flow during passive
inflation or deflation, and the Ppl actually observed. Thus:

Pmus~Ppl �passive� ÿ Ppl �actual� �5�
With passive inflation or deflation the Ppl that would be

obtained at a given volume (V) and flow (V ') is given by:

Pple �passive�~�V|Ecw� � Pcw;FRCz�V0|Rcw� �6�
where V is volume relative to passive FRC, and Ecw and
Rcw are, respectively, elastance and resistance of the chest
wall. Pcw,FRC is passive chest wall recoil at passive FRC.
The values of Ecw and Rcw obtained at the end of the study
were used, while Pcw,FRC was assigned a value that
equaled Poes,FRC. Inspiratory V ' and expiratory V ' were
assigned positive and negative values, respectively. Thus,
at time (t) from the beginning of neural inspiration (see
below) Pmus,t was calculated as follows:

Pmus;t~�Ecw|Vt� � Poes;FRC

� �Rcw|V0t� ÿ Poes;t �7�
where Vt and V 't are, respectively, volume relative to
passive FRC (determined by PEEP level) and flow. The
volume was related to passive FRC by calculating Ptp at
end expiration at the point of zero flow (Ptp,end) and com-
paring this value with that obtained at passive FRC
(Ptp,FRC). The difference between Ptp,end and Ptp,FRC mul-
tiplied by the CL should be equal to the difference in lung
volumes between passive FRC and end-expiration of the
breath of interest [18, 19].

Pmus waveform was aligned at the beginning of neur-
al inspiration defined as the time that Pmus began to
increase rapidly from the value reached during expiration.
Neural inspiratory time (ntI) was measured as the interval
between the beginning of Pmus increase and the point at
which Pmus started to decline rapidly [18]. Neural
expiratory time (ntE) was measured as the remainder of
the respiratory cycle, determined from the Pmus wave-
form. Total breath duration was also calculated (ttot).
Mechanical inflation time was measured as the interval
between the beginning and the end of inspiratory flow.

Various indices of respiratory drive were also calculated
using the Pmus waveform. These indices were: 1) peak
Pmus (Pmus,peak), the highest value of Pmus during inspi-
ration; 2) the rate of increase of Pmus during inspiration, the
difference between Pmus,peak and Pmus at the onset of neural
inspiration (dp) divided by the corresponding time (dt), i.e.
dp/dt. 3) the swings of Pmus during the respiratory cycle
(Pmus,sw), the difference between Pmus,peak and the lowest
value of Pmus (Pmus,nadir) achieved during expiration.

Respiratory muscle effort during the respiratory cycle
was quantified using the time integral of respiratory muscle
pressure. The time integral of positive and negative Pmus

represented, respectively, the pressure time product (Ptp) of
inspiratory (Ptp,i) and expiratory (Ptp,e) muscles. Ptp of all
respiratory muscles (inspiratory and expiratory, Ptp,t) was

calculated as the sum of Ptp,i and Ptp,e. Ptp,i, Ptp,e and Ptp,t

were calculated on a per breath basis. The Ptp values per
min were calculated as the product of the respective Ptp per
breath and breathing frequency.

In the first part of the study (Protocol A) the breath
variables preceding the PS change (either high or low)
were averaged to give the baseline values. Similarly, the
variables of the first and second breath following an
increase in PS and the first and second breath following a
decrease in PS were averaged to give the corresponding
characteristics of the two representative breaths (first and
second) after a change in PS. In the second part of the
study (Protocol B) breaths during the last 2 min of each 30
min period were averaged to give the breath variables with
steady state baseline, low and high PS.

Furthermore, in order to examine the shape of Pmus at
various study periods Pmus was calculated at 5% interval of
ttot. Thus in each patient a representative Pmus waveform as
a function of percentage of ttot was obtained at the various
periods of the study.

Data were analysed by analysis of variance for repeated
measurements (ANOVA), followed by Tukey's test if the
F-value was significant. A p<0.05 was considered stati-
stically significant. Values are expressed as mean�SEM.

Results

The main clinical characteristics, the baseline ventilator
settings and the respiratory system mechanics of the
patients are shown in tables 1 and 2. Aspiration was the
cause of ALI in two patients (patients 1 and 7) and pneu-
monia in the remaining. Five patients were orotracheally
intubated and three had tracheostomies (patients 2, 4 and
6). The mean values of Ers and Rrs (including the endo-
tracheal tube resistance) were considerably higher than
those observed in healthy control subjects [20]. The
increase in Ers and Rrs was mainly due to mechanical
properties of the lung (EL and resistance of the lung
(RL)). Ecw and Rcw were within the normal limits [20].

Protocol A

Ventilatory parameters (VT, ttot) and arterial blood gases
with baseline PS did not differ between the beginning
(baseline 1) and the end (baseline 2) of the Protocol A,
indicating the patients' stability during the time that the
trials were performed. The ventilatory parameters during
the two baseline periods were similar to those obtained by
averaging the breaths preceding the PS change.

Table 1. ± Patients' characteristics and baseline ventilator
settings

Patient
No.

Age
yrs Sex

PS
cmH2O

PEEP
cmH2O

Days
onMV

1 73 F 15 5 10
2 58 F 22 10 14
3 55 M 16 5 6
4 85 F 25 5 19
5 62 M 15 8 8
6 75 M 10 5 19
7 60 M 18 5 7
8 75 M 17 5 10
Mean�SEM 67.9�3.75 17.3�1.6 5.9�0.7 11.6�1.8

PS: pressure support; PEEP: positive end-expiratory pressure;
MV: mechanical ventilator; F: female; M: male.
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Sixty trials where PS increased to 23.0�1.4 cmH2O for
two breaths and 62 trials where PS decreased to 11.1�1.5
cmH2O, also for two breaths, were analysed. In all pa-
tients the two breaths after the PS change were completed
in <6.5 s (mean duration 5.45�0.4 s and 4.80�0.4 s, res-
pectively, with high and low PS). The alterations in PS
caused significant changes in VT (table 3). Compared to
breaths preceding the PS change (baseline), none of the
indices of Pmus reflecting respiratory drive changed upon
PS transition (table 3, fig. 1a). On the other hand, ttot

increased and decreased, respectively, with increasing and
decreasing PS. The increase was significant at high PS.
The ttot response was mainly due to ntE (table 3). Either
with high or low PS none of the various breath parameters
differed between the first and second breath after the PS
change. Figure 2a shows the Pmus waveform (expressed
as percentage of ttot) obtained by averaging the breaths
preceding the PS change and that of the second breath
after the increase or decrease of PS. The shape of the Pmus

waveform was remarkably similar at all PS levels.
Compared to baseline PS, increasing and decreasing PS

resulted in a slight increase and decrease, respectively, in

the time that mechanical inflation extended into neural
expiration. These changes, however, were only significant
in the second breath with high PS (table 3). End expiratory
lung volume increased and decreased slightly with in-
creasing and decreasing PS, respectively. Neither change,
however, was significant (table 3).

Protocol B

Contrary to protocol A, steady-state changes in PS
caused significant alterations in Pmus waveform. Pmus was
significantly down regulated with increasing the pressure
support, as indicated by the various indices of respiratory
drive and the shape of Pmus waveform (table 4, figs. 1b
and 2b). Similar to Protocol A ttot increased with increa-
asing PS due to ntE increase. The magnitude of ntE changes
(DntE, expressed as percentage changes from ntE with
baseline PS) was comparable to those observed in protocol
A. Furthermore, there was a significant relationship
between DntE in Protocol B with DntE in Protocol A
(y=0.99x±0.52, r=0.83, p<0.001). A similar significant
relationship was observed in ttot changes (Dttot, y=0.60x±
1.35, r=0.72, p<0.001). With high PS ntI/ttot decreased
significantly. Compared to baseline and high PS, Pa,CO2

Table 2. ± Respiratory system mechanics

Patient
No.

Ers

cmH2O.L-1
Rrs

cmH2O.L-1.s-1
EL

cmH2O.L-1.s-1
RL

cmH2O.L-1.s-1
Ecw

cmH2O.L-1
Rcw

cmH2O.L-1.s-1

1 41.33 13.50 33.33 12.38 8.00 1.12
2 38.33 12.40 33.33 11.40 5.00 1.00
3 19.39 12.23 14.29 10.13 5.10 2.10
4 32.69 14.50 25.00 13.46 7.69 1.04
5 24.17 9.00 16.67 6.80 7.50 2.20
6 27.60 11.04 25.60 10.39 2.00 0.65
7 19.05 14.00 10.55 12.50 8.50 1.50
8 21.40 13.93 17.50 12.73 3.90 1.20
Mean�SEM 24.05�1.9 12.45�0.8 18.27�2.1 11.00�0.9 5.78�0.9 1.45�0.2

Ers and Rrs: respiratory system elastance and resistance, respectively; EL and RL: elastance and resistance of the lung respectively; Ecw

and Rcw: elastance and resistance of the chest wall, respectively.

Table 3. ± Breath characteristics in Protocol A

Low
Baseline

High

1st 2nd 1st 2nd

VT L 0.47�0.06*+ 0.49�0.06*+ 0.58�0.06 0.72�0.07* 0.72�0.07*
dP/dt cmH2O.s-1 10.51�1.6 10.70�1.5 10.58�1.3 10.13�1.5 9.84�1.2
Pmus,sw cmH2O 6.86�0.7 6.94�0.6 6.21�0.8 6.44�0.7 6.40�0.7
Pmus,peak cmH2O 5.71�0.6 5.79�0.6 5.40�0.6 5.54�0.6 5.68�0.7
Pmus,nadir cmH2O -1.16�0.3 -1.15�0.2 -0.81�0.2 -0.90�0.2 -0.72�0.2
PtP im.min-1

cmH2O.s-1.min-1 89.1�11.7 98.8�15.6 88.9�12.2 90.3�10.7 95.0�18.1
PtPtot.min-1

cmH2O.s-1.min-1 107.8�10.5 116.8�17.1 100.7�12.7 101.4�10.8 108.9�18.5
ttot s 2.44�0.2+ 2.36�0.2+ 2.46�0.2 2.70�0.2* 2.75�0.2*
ntI s 0.66�0.04 0.66�0.04 0.66�0.04 0.74�0.07 0.71�0.07
ntE s 1.79�0.2+ 1.70�0.2+ 1.80�0.2 1.96�0.2* 2.05�0.2*
ntI /ttot 0.28�0.02 0.29�0.02 0.28�0.02 0.28�0.02 0.26�0.02
tI,ext s 0.16�0.04+ 0.16�0.04+ 0.18�0.04 0.19�0.07 0.26�0.07*
V EELV/FRC L -0.10�0.02 0.00�0.02 0.03�0.01 0.06�0.02 0.06�0.02

+: Significantly different than pressure support (PS); *: significantly different than baseline PS. VT: tidal volume; dP/dt: the rate of
pressure generated by the respiratory muscles (Pmus) increase during inspiration; Pmus,sw: Pmus swings during the respiratory cycle;
Pmus,peak: peak Pmus during inspiration; Pmus,nadir: the lowest Pmus during expiration; PtP im.min-1: pressure time product of inspiratory
muscles per minute; PtPtot.min-1: pressure time product of all (inspiratory and expiratory) respiratory muscles per minute; ttot: total
breath duration; ntI and ntE: neural inspiratory and expiratory time respectively; ntI /ttot: duty cycle; tI,ext: time that mechanical inflation
extents into neural expiration; V EELV/FRC: end expiratory lung volume (EELV) relative to passive functional residual volume (FRC).
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increased significantly with low PS. With high PS Pa,CO2

was slightly, but nonsignificantly, lower than that at
baseline PS. At all PS levels oxygen tension in arterial
blood (Pa,O2) remained relatively constant. The time that
mechanical inflation extended to neural expiration
increased with increasing PS. However, these changes
were not significant. End expiratory lung volume remained
similar at all PS levels.

Discussion

Critiques of the method

End-expiratory lung volume was related to passive FRC
using the Ptp at end expiration and CL (see Methods
section). Changes in end-expiratory Ptp from this were
assumed to reflect changes in end-expiratory lung volume
[18, 19]. This method has been used previously to esti-
mate end-expiratory lung volume change due to expira-
tory muscle recruitment during CO2 rebreathing [18, 19].
Assuming that, at zero flow, mouth pressure equals
alveolar pressure and chest wall or lung compliance did
not change during the study, this method may detect end-
expiratory lung volume changes even at high levels of
respiratory drive. The patients did not have obstructive
lung disease, making the existence of expiratory flow
limitation during tidal expiration unlikely and, thus, the
assumption that at zero flow mouth pressure equals
alveolar pressure should be valid. Also, the patients were
stable throughout the study, indicating that major changes

in chest wall or lung compliance during the experiment
were unlikely.

CL was measured at end-inspiration with the technique of
rapid airway occlusion. These patients, however, may ex-
hibit a nonlinear behaviour of the static pressure-volume (P-
V) of the lung and, thus, end-inspiratory CL might be higher
than that at end-expiration [21, 22], overestimating the
change in end-expiratory lung volume. Nevertheless, the
patients were studied in semi-recumbent position, several
days after the primary lung insult and with PEEP ranging
5±10 cmH2O. All these factors force the P-V curve re-
lationship to be linear, decreasing the possible error in
estimating the end-expiratory lung volume change [21,
22]. Furthermore, in the patients end-inspiratory CL was
quite low and any difference in end-expiratory lung vo-
lume change due to further decrease in CL at low lung
volumes should be minimal. Finally, if overestimation of
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Fig. 1. ± a) Protocol A. Mean�SEM pressure time product (Ptp) of
inspiratory (Ptp,i) and all respiratory (Ptp,t) muscles of the breaths
preceding the pressure support (PS) change. b) Protocol B. Mean�SEM

Ptp of Ptp,i and Ptp,t muscles with steady state PS. *: significantly
different from baseline; +: significantly from high PS. s: baseline PS; u:
low PS; r: high PS.
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Fig. 2. ± a) Protocol A. Average total pressure generated by the
respiratory muscles (Pmus) waveform of the breaths preceding the
pressure support (PS) change (baseline PS, s) and that of the second
breath after the decrease (J) or increase (m) of PS. The traces were aligned
at onset of neural inspiration (zero time). To correct for total breath
duration (ttot) variability between breaths Pmus was expressed as a
percentage of ttot. Each symbol represents the mean value of Pmus at that
point. Observe the similarity of Pmus waveform at different PS levels. b)
Protocol B. Average change in Pmus from that at the end of neural
expiration (DPmus) with steady-state PS. DPmus was averaged during the
last 2 min of each 30 min period. The traces were aligned at onset of neural
inspiration (zero time). To correct for ttot variability between breaths
DPmus was expressed as a percentage of ttot. Standard error bars have
been omitted for clarity. *Significantly different from baseline at a given
percentage of ttot. s: baseline PS; m: high PS; J: low PS.
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end-expiratory lung volume change occurred it would be
of comparable magnitude at all PS studied, because in
these patients with nonobstructive lung disease and high
elastance of the respiratory system significant changes in
end-expiratory lung volume as a result of different PS
were unlikely. Nevertheless, errors in estimation of end-
expiratory lung volume should affect the peak and nadir
values of Pmus and the Ptp,i and Ptp,e. The Ptp of all res-
piratory muscles as well as the other indices of respiratory
drive or timing should be not affected.

Pmus was calculated using the values of Ecw and Rcw,
which were measured at the end of the study. These values
were assumed to be constant throughout the respiratory
cycle. This assumption, however, may not be, particularly
for Ecw, valid [21, 22]. It has been shown that in mech-
anically ventilated critically ill patients the static P-V
curve of the chest wall may exhibit a lower inflection
point [21, 22]. If this was the case Pmus should be under-
estimated at low lung volume. Although the P-V curve of
the chest wall was not measured, it is believed that for
several reasons errors in Pmus calculation due to the pres-
ence of lower inflection point should be small, if any.
Firstly the patients were studied in semi-recumbent
position. Lower inflection point in chest wall P-V curve is
volume related and it has been observed in supine
position, which is well known to decrease FRC [21, 22].
Secondly, all patients had external PEEP, the magnitude
of which ranged 5±10 cmH2O. It has been demonstrated
that the lower inflection point is greatly minimized or
even obviated by this range of PEEP, due to end-expi-
ratory lung volume increases [22]. Thirdly, patients were
excluded if they had abdominal disease, overt pleural
effusion or chest wall abnormalities, conditions that may
alter the intrinsic mechanical properties of the chest wall
and exaggerate the nonlinear behaviour of the chest wall
static P-V curve [21]. Finally, because end-expiratory
lung volume did not differ at various study conditions, if
underestimation of Pmus occurred at low lung volumes it
should be of similar magnitude with different PS.

Transdiaphragmatic pressure (Pdi) could be another
index of respiratory motor output. This index does not ne-
cessitate the assumptions used for Pmus, although the meas-
urement of gastric pressure may impose some problems in
Pdi interpretation, particularly if alteration in abdominal
wall compliance during the respiratory cycle occurs. Nev-
ertheless, it was interesting to examine the response of all
respiratory muscles to varying PS. Pdi is a measurement of
the pressure output of the diaphragm and therefore Pdi

waveform could not give information regarding the res-
ponse of other respiratory muscles to PS. On the other hand
calculated Pmus represents a global index of the activity of
all respiratory muscles (inspiratory and expiratory mus-
cles). It is believed that in these selected patients Pmus

waveform is a better reflection of respiratory muscle
activity than Pdi.

Response of respiratory motor output to varying pressure
support

The main findings of the present study are: 1) changing
the PS level in mechanically ventilated patients with high
mechanical load of the respiratory system did not cause any
significant immediate alteration of respiratory drive; 2) total
breath duration increased with increasing PS due to an
increase in neural expiratory time. The response was evident

within two breaths after the PS change; 3) steady-state
changes in PS significantly influenced respiratory drive; the
various indices of respiratory drive decreased with
increasing PS, and 4) there was not any further alteration
in breath timing beyond that observed within two breaths
after the PS change.

It has been shown that after abrupt cessation of a
nonspecific respiratory stimulus ventilatory output declines
gradually to prestimulus levels [7±10]. This phenomenon
is referred to as short-term poststimulus potentiation
(STP) or afterdischarge, and is attributed to activation of a
brainstem mechanism, with slow dynamics, that drives
ventilation for some time, independent of chemical
feedback. Furthermore, LEEVERS and coworkers [5, 6]
observed that complete inhibition of respiratory motor
output with normocapnic mechanical ventilation displays
a "memory-like" effect or control system inertia, as indi-
cated by the significant prolongation of expiratory time
after discontinuation of mechanical ventilation. These
findings, however, were not observed in other studies [23,
24]. Nevertheless, the above observations indicate that if
these mechanisms (STP or control system inertia) were
operating during the two breaths following the acute PS
changes, then the effects of reflex feedback on respiratory
motor output would be dampened. It is believed that the
contribution of the above mentioned mechanism on the
response observed is minimal for at least three reasons.
Firstly, control system inertia or STP affects both respi-
ratory drive and timing [5±10]. The present study showed
that within two breaths ttot and ntE increased and de-
creased, respectively, with increasing and decreasing PS
and that these changes remained constant during steady-
state PS alteration. It follows that control system inertia or
STP did not dampen breath timing changes. Thus, if these
mechanisms were operating they would specifically affect
the respiratory drive. No data in humans support such a
specific effect. Secondly, studies indicate that the mani-
festation of STP is influenced by the intensity of the sti-
mulus that initiates it; STP is attenuated with decreasng
stimulus intensity [8, 10]. Furthermore, STP or control
system inertia has been observed following manipulations
resulting in VT that were close to $1 L [5±8, 10],
considerably higher than that during spontaneous breath-
ing. In the current study VT during baseline was ~0.6 L
and no stimulus was applied. This condition is unlikely to
activate a significant STP. Thirdly, studies in humans ven-
tilated on assist volume control, where inspiratory flow
rate was changed abruptly, did not show any hard evi-
dence of the existence of STP or control system inertia
[25, 26]. Indeed, the changes induced by alteration in
inspiratory flow were observed immediately upon flow
transition without adaptation of the response in the sub-
sequent breaths. The experimental design of the above
studies, as far as the acute response to ventilator settings
is concerned, is similar to that used in the present study.
On the other hand, STP or control system inertia have
been observed by studies using different experimental
designs and, thus, it is not known if these findings may
apply in the current study.

The immediate increase in neural expiratory time with
increasing PS is most probably reflex in origin. Chemical
feedback was not an issue because in all patients the
duration of the two breaths after the PS change was <6.5 s,
which was not sufficient time for changes in capillary
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blood gas composition to reach peripheral chemoreceptors
[12]. This reflex response of ntE to varying PS could be
due to two factors. Firstly, for a given Pmus lung volume
changed as a function of PS level; it increased with
increasing PS (VT increased by ~50% from low to high
PS, whereas PS remained constant). This response caused
the VT/Pmus ratio (an index of the gain of the respiratory
system) to increase by ~60%. This increase can be viewed
as a considerable decrease in the elastic load faced by the
respiratory muscles. It is believed that decreasing the
elastic load may decrease breathing frequency via a reflex
mechanism, probably mediated through chest wall affer-
ents [4, 27, 28]. Secondly, the mechanical inflation tended
to extend into neural inspiration for a longer time with in-
creasing PS. It has been shown that when lung emptying
is delayed during expiration, as it was the case with increas-
ing PS, expiratory duration is prolonged, a response that
is mediated via vagal volume feedback [4, 29, 30].

Neural inspiratory time remained constant at all PS levels
studied.Basedonvagal volumefeedbacka shorter ntI would
be expected with high PS, as a result of the high VT. There are
at least two reasons, however, that may account for this app-
arent nondependency of ntI on VT. Firstly, the patients
studied breathed at a relatively high rate; breathing fre-
quency averaged 24 breaths.min-1 with baseline PS. It has
been shown that for a given respiratory drive the dependence
of ntI on VT progressively decreases as ntI without volume
feedback decreases, as it occurs in the presence of various
stimuli that increase breathing frequency [4, 31]. Secondly,
the VT ranged 0.47±0.72 L. In humans the effect of vagal
volume feedback on neural inspiratory time has been dem-
onstrated at much higher volumes (i.e. above 1 L) [32, 33].

Contrary to short-term protocol, steady-state changes in
PS caused significant alterations in Pmus waveform. On the
other hand neural inspiratory and expiratory time remained
relatively similar to levels observed immediately after the
PS change. It is believed that this pressure downregulation
is mediated through chemical feedback. One could argue
that the small changes in Pa,CO2 observed with different PS

might not be able to elicit the Pmus responses observed.
Indeed, compared to baseline, Pa,CO2 decreased by <0.133
kPa (<1 mmHg) with high PS, yet indices of respiratory
drive changed by ~30%. However, the load compensatory
ability of chemical feedback is enormous; small changes in
Pa,CO2 which may be difficult to detect, are able to mount a
considerable response by the respiratory muscles. For
example, a 30% increase in peak respiratory muscle pres-
sure can be the cause of <0.266 kPa (<2 mmHg) increase
in Pa,CO2 [4, 34]. It follows that chemical feedback cannot
be discounted on the grounds that Pa,CO2 did not change
significantly. Furthermore, there were no discernible im-
mediate changes in Pmus when PS changed for two
breaths, indicating that the up- or downregulation of the
respiratory muscle activity observed after a steady-state
change in PS, was mediated with a slow feedback system.
Chemical feedback is such a system [4]. Finally, the Pmus

waveform points at chemical feedback as the prominent
mechanism. It was observed that steady-state increase and
decrease in PS caused, respectively, a decrease and
increase in the rate of rise of inspiratory activity with little
change in neural inspiratory time. This response pattern is
characteristic of CO2 effects [35].

Is it possible that a slowly evolving reflex response may
partly contribute to Pmus down- or upregulation observed
with steady-state changes in PS? Slow reflex responses may
be expected where the stimulus inciting them is changing
slowly. In the current study PS change was applied abrupt-
ly and not progressively. Inspiratory muscle fatigue asso-
ciated with low PS could also elicit a slowly evolving
reflex response. However the development of inspiratory
muscle fatigue should cause faster, shallower efforts. On
the other hand, deeper efforts were observed with no
further change in frequency. Furthermore, the patients did
not exhibit any clinical signs indicating inspiratory muscle
fatigue during the study periods. Nevertheless, the possi-
bility of the existence of a hitherto unidentified neural
mechanism that affects respiratory drive and evolves over
many seconds or minutes cannot be entirely excluded.

The results of this study indicate that in patients with
abnormal mechanical load of the respiratory system load-
related influences of neural afferents on respiratory muscle
pressure are minimal; a change in the mechanical load
brought about by PS that resulted in a considerable alteration
in VT failed to modify Pmus waveform. The VT increased by
~50% from low to high PS, yet Pmus wave-form was almost
identical. These findings are in accord-ance with studies in
normal humans during wakefulness or sleep, demonstrating
a lack of nonchemical load response of respiratory muscle
activity [18, 36, 37]. Indirect evidence in the literature
indicates that this might be also the case in patients with high
mechanical load of the respiratory system [38±40]. Data in
patients during constant flow synchronized intermittent
mandatory ventilation (SIMV) [38, 39] or biphasic
positive airway pressure (BIPAP) [40], have shown that
for a given level of assistance, inspiratory effort did not
differ between spontaneous and mandatory breaths. Re-
cently LEUNG et al. [2] studied the respiratory effort of
patients ventilated on SIMV and on a combination of
SIMV and PS. Compared to SIMV alone, when PS was
added to a given level of SIMV inspiratory pressure-time
product (an index of inspiratory work of breathing) was
decreased both in mandatory and intervening breaths.
This additional reduction during mandatory breaths was

Table 4. ± Arterial blood-gases and breath characteristics
in Protocol B

Low Baseline High

Pa,CO2 mmHg 48.2�5.0*+ 44.8�4.7 44.1�4.4
Pa,O2 mmHg 81.5�4.3 81.3�5.7 78.1�3.1
VT L 0.55�0.05+ 0.57�0.05 0.62�0.06
dP/dt cmH2O.s-1 13.45�2.2+ 10.28�1.3 6.85�1.3
Pmus,sw cmH2O 8.43�1.3*+ 6.02�0.7 4.25�0.8
Pmus,peak cmH2O 6.87�1.2*+ 5.38�0.6 3.61�0.7*
Pmus,nadir cmH2O -1.51�0.6 -0.64�0.2 -0.64�0.2
PtP im.min-1

cmH2O.s-1.min-1 112.0�27.5+ 84.0�8.8 52.7�10.7
PtPtot.min-1

cmH2O.s-1.min-1 152.2�30.1+ 102.4�15.1 63.9�12.5
ttot s 2.35�0.2+ 2.51�0.2 2.75�0.2
ntI s 0.66�0.04 0.67�0.04 0.62�0.04
ntE s 1.69�0.2+ 1.84�0.2 2.13�0.1*
ntI /ttot 0.30�0.08+ 0.28�0.07+ 0.23�0.03
tI,ext s 0.16�0.04 0.19�0.04 0.28�0.04
V EELV/FRC L -0.01�0.02 0.00�0.02 0.02�0.01
+: significantly different than high pressure support (PS); *:
significantly different than baseline PS. Pa,O2 and Pa,CO2: oxygen
and carbon dioxide respectively, tension of arterial blood. See
table 3 for other abbreviations. 1 mmHg=0.133 kPa.
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proportional to the decrease in respiratory drive (esti-
mated using the change in oesophageal pressure before
triggering, dp/dt) during intervening breaths. These
results indicate that inspiratory activity was prepro-
grammed and it was rela-tively insensitive to the breath-
by-breath changes in load seen during SIMV or BIPAP. It
has been suggested that chemical feedback and intrinsic
mechanical properties of the respiratory system could be a
critical factor for this breath programming [13, 39].

The results of this study appear to contradict with those
obtained by FAUROUX et al. [41] in normal conscious
humans and BONMARCHAND et al. [3] in COPD patients.
FAUROUX et al. [41] observed that during normocapnic PS
respiratory drive decreased compared to spontaneous
breathing. BONMARCHAND et al. [3] increased the initial
flow rate during PS by decreasing the attack time of
achieving the predetermined PS level and observed a
decrease in respiratory drive, although end-tidal carbon
dioxide tension (PCO2) (PET,CO2) decreased minimally.
Direct comparison between these studies and the current
study is difficult due to differences in experimental design
as well as in the patients studied. In the study of FAUROUX

et al. VT during PS was approximately double that during
spontaneous breathing. Perhaps an inhibitory input is
generated with very high volumes of ventilation. Further-
more, conscious healthy humans were studied and, thus,
behavioural response to these high values of VT cannot be
entirely excluded. In the study of BONMARCHAND et al.
CO2 stimulus was not controlled during the various study
periods. Indeed, mean PET,CO2 and mean airway occlu-
sion pressure (P0.1) (an index of inspiratory drive) dif-
fered by 0.319 kPa, 5.19 versus 5.51 (2.4 mmHg, 39
versus 41.4) and 1.4 cmH2O, 2.2 versus 3.6, respectively,
between the highest and lowest initial inspiratory flow
rate (T0.1 and T1.25 periods in their study where data
from all patients were reported). This gives a P0.1/PET,CO2

ratio of 0.58 cmH2O.mmHg (1 mmHg=0.133 kPa),
which is similar to the P0.1 response to CO2 challenge
observed in COPD patients [42]. Notwithstanding that
PET,CO2 in COPD patients may not accurately reflect
Pa,CO2, these findings indicate that the downregulation of
respiratory drive might be related to chemical feedback.

LEEVERS and coworkers [5, 6] have shown in both awake
and sleeping humans the occurrence of apnoea after iso-
capnic artificial ventilation indicating a nonchemical
mediated inhibition of respiratory activity. However, in
these studies the VT during mechanical ventilation was at
least twice that during spontaneous breathing, again
raising the issue of high VT for nonchemical inhibition.

Nevertheless, the results of LEEVERS and coworkers [5,
6] have been challenged by other studies [23, 24]. Cur-
rently, the issue of neuromechanical inhibition remains
highly controversial [23].

Studies in anesthetized dogs and cats have shown that
positive pressure breathing diminishes respiratory drive as
assessed by diaphragmatic EMG [43, 44]. The decrease
was proportional to positive pressure level and attributed
to 1) the hypocapnia resulting from increased ventilation
and 2) the stimulation of vagal afferents. The contribution
of hypocapnia appeared to be more powerful. In the cur-
rent study no strong evidence that anything other than
chemoreceptor inputs contribute significantly to the res-
ponse of respiratory drive to PS change was found.
However, in the previous studies, contrary to the present

work, VT during PS was several folds higher than that du-
ring spontaneous breathing indicating that very high lung
volume may be necessary for the reflex inhibition of
respiratory drive.

Recently VIALE et al. [40] studied the time course of the
effects of PS on respiratory muscle activity in patients
with COPD. When the patients were placed on PS only
mean Pdi decreased within the first two breaths. The other
indices of respiratory drive such as oesophageal occlusion
pressure (Poes,0.1) and diaphragmatic electromyogram
(EMGdi) decreased several seconds later, in line with the
findings of the current study. VIALE et al. [40] interpreted
their results as indicating that PS unloads the inspiratory
muscles from the first breath. Notwithstanding that
patients with obstructive lung disease were studied and
only one trial was analysed in each patient, the inter-
pretation of the change in mean Pdi is complicated. In the
study of VIALE et al. [40] mean Pdi was calculated using
the inspiratory time based on inspiratory flow tracing. In
mechanically ventilated patients, particularly in the
presence of obstructive lung disease, mechanical events
do not reflect neural events [13]. Furthermore, mechan-
ical feedback, due to considerably higher flow and vol-
ume with PS, and end-expiratory lung volume changes
were not taken into account in Pdi interpretation. Finally,
Pdi waveform was not reported.

The findings of the current study may have clinical
implications for mechanically ventilated patients. If chemi-
cal feedback dominates the response of respiratory mus-cles
to pressure support then the degree of downregulation with
pressure support will depend on the individual sen-sitivity to
chemical stimuli. their relation toalveolarventilation and the
magnitude of carbon dioxide tension in arterial blood
change. For a given increase in alveolar ventilation down-
regulation will be greater in patients with high sensitivity to
carbon dioxide tension in arterial blood and/or high initial
carbon dioxide tension in arterial blood (due to the shape of
the carbon dioxide tension in arteriae blood-alveolar ven-
tilation relationship). In awake patients this may cause a
considerable reduction in the sense of dyspnoea and greater
acceptability of mechanical ventilation, an issue of great im-
portance for invasive and noninvasive ventilatory support.
This, however, needs to be studied. In addition, it should be
stated that patients were studied with acute lung injury over a
limited range of pressure support. Thus, it is not known
whether these findings may apply in other groups of patients
and at higher pressure support levels.
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